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Comparative Federalism: A Systematic Inquiry, Second Edition is a uniquely
comprehensive, analytic, and genuinely comparative introduction to the principles
and practices, as well as the institutional compromises, of federalism. Hueglin
and Fenna draw from their diverse research on federal systems to focus on four
main models--America, Canada, Germany, and the European Union--but also to
range widely over other cases. At the heart of the book is careful analysis of the
relationship between constitutional design and amendment, fiscal relations,
institutional structures, intergovernmental relations, and judicial review. Such
analysis serves the dual role of helping the reader understand federalism and
providing a comparative framework from which to assess the record of federal
systems. The second edition has been extensively revised and updated, taking
into account new developments in federal systems and incorporating insights
from the growing body of literature in the field. It includes two new chapters,
"Fiscal Federalism" and "The Limits of Federalism."
The Church of Solitude tells the story of Maria Concezione, a young Sardinian
seamstress living with breast cancer at the cusp of the twentieth century.
Overwhelmed by the shame of her diagnosis, she decides that no one can know
what has happened to her, but the heavy burden of this secrecy changes her life
in dramatic ways and almost causes the destruction of several people in her life.
This surprising novel paints the portrait of a woman facing the unknown with
courage, faith, and self-reliance, and is the last and most autobiographical work
of Grazia Deledda, who died of breast cancer in 1936, shortly after its publication.
An afterword by the translator offers additional information on the author and
examines the social and historical environment of that time.
Nell'enciclica Ut unum sint del maggio 1995, specialmente al n. 95, papa
Giovanni Paolo II coraggiosamente stimolava la ricerca teologica e il confronto
ecumenico, chiedendo di essere aiutato a chiarire, fin dove è possibile, ciò che
per il successore di Pietro dev'essere considerato essenziale e necessario in
ogni tempo nel suo ministero a favore dell'unità della Chiesa e ciò che dovesse
rivelarsi mutevole dinanzi a nuove situazioni. Per avviare una risposta alla
domanda del papa la Congregazione romana per la Dottrina della Fede prese
l'iniziativa di promuovere un simposio nel tardo autunno 1996 sul tema del
primato del successore di Pietro, onde mettere in risalto gli elementi irrinunciabili
della dottrina cattolica del primato papale.
Catholic saints are also signs. Through the saints, the Catholic Church
communicates certain models of spirituality. After the Reformation, saints
became the media through which the Catholic Church represented and promoted
a renewal of the Catholic faith in Europe and in its colonies. Saints and Signs
analyzes hagiographies, paintings, and other texts representing the sanctity of
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Ignatius of Loyola, Philip Neri, Francis Xavier, and Therese of Avila, in order to
answer the following question: How did these words and images influence the
Catholic spirituality at the beginning of modernity?
This book is a compendium of information from every sphere—astronomical,
scientific, the Book of Revelation and geopolitics. It contains absolutely amazing
revelations that direct us to one precise point in time in 2017. Planet X is a
cryptogram and this book contains the keys necessary to decode it. When
everything is considered together, it fits together perfectly like a watch. The
existence of Planet X is beyond any reasonable doubt, to a moral certainty. We
examine proofs of its existence. In fact, if you want to ask one simple question
that posits the theory of the reality of Planet X, just ask yourself where did 2.2
Trillion disappear to in the Pentagon's budget that Rumsfeld said was missing,
and why do we have over 100 Underground Deep Bunkers throughout the U.S.?
Why are critical government infrastructures moving from their susceptible
positions on the East Coast to the protected areas of Colorado? But let's look at
the astronomical evidence. I have seen Planet X on the Wide-field Infrared
Survey Explorer (WISE) through WorldWide Telescope. This is a NASA infraredwavelength astronomical space telescope, launched in December 2009. It is
currently in the constellation Pisces, and is clearly marked as an Unidentified
Object (but quite plainly visible dark red star) known as IC 5385. If you'd like to
view it yourself, you can install WorldWide Telescope. Just Google it and you'll be
right at the page. It's an observatory on your desktop and the most sophisticated
online program I've seen. You can view in multi-wavelength views and see stars
and planets in context to each other. But back to our main topic—Planet X. This
book is a must-read and a Survival Guide to the most important story of the
century. It's also a page-turner, so I invite you to read and experience it now.
Long before astronomy was a science, humans used the stars to mark time,
navigate, organize planting and dramatize myths. This encyclopaedia draws on
archaeological evidence and oral traditions to reveal how prehistoric humans
perceived the skies and celestial phenomena.
In this magical novel a count from Milan stumbles upon a desolate community of
lost noblemen on an uncharted island off the coast of Portugal. When he
discovers, to his astonishment, that their ill-treated servant is in fact a maiden
iguana, and then proceeds to fall in love with her, the reader is given a fantastic
tale of tragic love and delusion that ranks among the most affecting in
contemporary literature. "The reptilian servant is only the first in a series of
fantastic touches that tansform the narrative into a satiric fable dense with the
echoes of Shakespeare's 'Tempest' and Kafka's 'Metamorphosis.' . . . The Iguana
is a superb performance.""€"New York Times Book Review
This book discusses the lines of standing stones that until now have been the
neglected wonders of prehistoric Europe, rows that were foci of rituals in Britain,
Ireland and Brittany for over two thousand years. Places such as Carnac in
Brittany and Callanish in the Hebrides are visited by many visitors each year, but
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before now there has been no book that seriously explains the history,
significance and background to these impressive sites. Aubrey Burl shows that
the settings vary from pairs of isolated stones in the far south-west of Ireland to
networks of long lines in Scotland, Dartmoor and Brittany, and describes the
types in a sequence of architectural chapters that stress the increasing social and
commercial connections between regions hundred of miles apart. He uses
information from a wide variety of sources - excavation reports, megalithic art,
astronomical analyses and legends - to provide explanations of why the rows
were erected, when, and what they may have been used for.
By recognizing the groundbreaking work of many non-Italian ecocritics, and
linking to the homegrown contributions of Serenella Iovino, Marco Armerio, and
Giovanna Ricoveri, the authors of Ecocritical Approaches to Italian Culture and
Literature: The Denatured Wild, challenge the narrowly defined conventions of
Italian Studies and illuminate the complexities of an Italian ecocriticism that
reveals a rich environmentally engaged literary and cultural tradition.
The co-author of The Celestine Prophecy Experiential Guide helps readers
uncover the unsuspected, untapped power of synchronicity and intuition that will
bring success, satisfaction, and serenity. Everyone really has a purpose in life,
says Carol Adrienne in her new guide to harnessing the power inside yourself.
The question is: How do you learn to go with the flow and let your true nature
guide you? Chapter by chapter, The Purpose of Your Life explains how to locate
the source of your innate energy and focus it, how to align yourself with the
natural forces that swirl around us always, and how to develop the intuition that
fosters synchronicity. The book is packed with illuminating anecdotes and profiles
of fascinating people -- from artists to urban planners to Zen masters -- who
describe how they found their own purposes. There are practical exercises
throughout, along with charts, self-questionnaires, and other tools that help you
understand yourself and your deepest aspirations. As you learn to recognize and
trust the voice of intuition, you'll find new doors opening and new possibilities
everywhere. You'll feel invigorated by the potential you've unleashed, a power
that will only grow with each new accomplishment. And you'll discover the
serenity and satisfaction that come only to those who are living life to the fullest.
The Force is with you -- all you have to do is reach out and start to use it.
Dana tracks down a wolf in sheep's clothing serial killer. Talk show pundit, Clyde
Birch comes to town and all hell breaks loose. And, those Check boys are up to
something nasty.
This book is for the lonely people who can’t get a da...hold on...wrong book..."I
Hate PHP" is for webmasters and designers who have always wondered what
PHP could do for them; someone who wants to "do" some PHP and not
outsource it. It is best to be familiar with HTML and writing / deciphering HTML
code. Unlike other PHP books on the market, we are not going to attempt to
cover every single facet of the Wide World of PHP Language. No, we want to
grasp the basics of the language, get familiar with it, and get some real-life
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examples not have the whole thing shoved down our throat! I hate PHP is a
complete beginner’s guide to the PHP scripting language, once you complete
the course detailed within you will have a fundamental knowledge of everything
you need to know to get started in creating dynamic, database driven web pages.
Anna Malvas is taken in by her uncle Paolo Velena and his family soon after she
becomes an orphan. Anna enters their home as a child and grows into adulthood,
falling in and out of love and eventually blossoming into a poised young woman.
Along the way, Deledda's vivid descriptive narrative accompanies us as we
discover the Sardinia of the late 19th-century. Anna's story is set around cameolike vignettes interspersed with simple details - descriptions of a wedding dress
and the scented white paper in which it is wrapped, the intricacies of Richelieu
embroidery, the procedure for sun drying tomatoes - which enhance the fabric of
the story. Throughout Honest Souls, Anna's story is imbibed with folkloric zest,
making the novel a valuable snapshot of the smalltown Sardinia of her day.
Written in 1895, by Grazia Deledda, Honest Souls is an excellent example of the
regional Italian fiction of its day. Deledda has a descriptivist's eye and she brings
the unique flavours of Sardinia to the attention of the world. Grazia Deledda
enjoyed international acclamation, winning the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1926."
Smyth's 1864 work, based on his measurements, argues that the Great Pyramid
of Giza was built under divine guidance.
Delve into the mystery of the Great Pyramid with this analytical text by Richard
Proctor. This book explores the purpose, design and significance of one of the
world's most incredible architectural accomplishments.
Brimming with timeless recipes and gardening suggestions, this guide from the
late 19th century offers advice extending from cooking Brussels sprouts and
preserving potatoes to drying herbs and dealing with weevils.
The papers in this book, summarising the proceedings of a conference at the
University of Oxford in September 1981, are concerned with shedding light on a
controversial aspect of European prehistory: was astronomy practised in the late
Neolithic and bronze ages? This volume will be of interest to prehistorians,
professionals with pure and applied sciences background and statisticians.
Professor Alexander Thom, who died in 1985, was a distinguished engineer.
Independently of his 'mainstream' academic career, he developed a deep and
active interest in the prehistoric megalithic sites of Britain and Brittany. Thom's
interpretations of the field data have aroused strong interest and some intense
controversy.
A pioneer in the fields of astrophysics and astro-archeology, J. Norman Lockyer
believed that ancient Egyptian monuments were constructed "in strict relation to
the stars." In this celebrated study, he explores the relationship between
astronomy and architecture in the age of the pharaohs. Lockyer addresses one of
the many points already extensively investigated by Egyptologists: the
chronology of the kings of Egypt. All experts are in accord regarding the identity
of the first monarch, but they cannot agree upon the dates of his reign within a
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thousand years. The author contends that by applying a knowledge of astronomy
to the actual site orientation of the region's pyramids and temples, accurate
dating can be achieved. In order to accomplish this, Lockyer had to determine the
level of the ancient Egyptian ideas of astronomy. Some of his inferences have
been invalidated by subsequent scholarship, but many of his other conclusions
stand firm and continue to provide sensational leads into contemporary
understanding of archaic astronomy.
This study of archaeoastronomy looks at more than 2,500 communal tombs and
sanctuaries from around the Mediterranean. After a brief discussion of Hoskin's
aims and the methodology for his fieldwork, individual chapters focus on
evidence from particular regions: Malta, Gozo, the Balearics, Iberia, southern
France, Corsica and Sardinia, Sicily and Pantelleria, Tunisia, Algeria and
Morocco. The author concludes that in most of these regions the monuments
faced sunrise, or more generally the sun when it was rising or climbing in the sky.
Along the Mediterranean coast of France, however, there is a reverse sunset
custom; in North Africa tombs faced downhill and in a Minoan cemetery on Crete
all the tombs faced moonrise and look towards a mountain on whose peak was a
sanctuary probably sacred to a lunar god. 264p, b/w figs and photos throughout,
tables (Ocarina Books 2001) ` adorned with dozens of beautiful photographs,
technical diagrams, and an extraordinary Corpus Mensurarum.....a living
masterpiece in the field of archaeoastronomy ' - Juan Antonio Belmonte, Instituto
de Astroficia de Canarias `
Crime fiction set in Iran—including a finalist for the Shamus Award for Best PI Short Story.
“Tehran Noir is not only a solid crime collection, but an illuminating look into day-to-day life in
the Middle East, with religious and political implications galore, as well as racial tensions
bubbling just beneath the surface. . . . The stories in Tehran Noir aren’t always easy to read,
but they are engaging in the extreme.” —San Francisco Book Review Includes brand-new
stories by Gina B. Nahai, Salar Abdoh, Lily Farhadpour, Azardokht Bahrami, Yourik KarimMasihi, Vali Khalili, Farhaad Heidari Gooran, Aida Moradi Ahani, Mahsa Mohebali, Majed
Neisi, Danial Haghighi, Javad Afhami, Sima Saeedi, Mahak Taheri, and Hossein Abkenar. “A
stellar and diverse cast of Iranian writers. . . . A collection such as this is able to bring Iran to
life for the foreign reader in a way other fiction and non-fiction cannot. . . . Superb.”
—PopMatters
Presents a series of meditations on Christian life, focusing on such events of the church year
as Advent, Lent, and Corpus Christi, and discussing such topics as the nature of peace and
the relationship between spirit and matter.
The insurgent activist and educator shares a vital rally cry for today’s movement-makers in “a
manifesto that should be read by everyone” (Angela Y. Davis). In an era defined by mass
incarceration, endless war, economic crisis, catastrophic environmental destruction, and a
political system offering more of the same, radical social transformation has never been more
urgent—or seemed more remote. Demand the Impossible! urges us to imagine a world beyond
what this rotten system would have us believe is possible. In critiquing the world around us, Bill
Ayers uncovers cracks in that system. He raising the horizons for radical change and envisions
new strategies for building the movement we need to make a better world for everyone.
Do prehistoric stone monuments in Britain and Ireland incorporate deliberate astronomical
alignments, and if so, what is their purpose and meaning? Here, for the first time this topic, a
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subject of long-standing controversy between astronomers and archaeologists, is approached
from a perspective that incorporates both disciplines. The author establishes the importance of
studies of astronomy in the context of broader questions of cosmology, ideology, and cognition
that are of central interest to prehistorians at the beginning of the twenty-first century. He also
makes clear the necessity of multi-disciplinary perspectives in tackling problems of this nature.
Presents documented evidence that contradicts consensus views about the pharmaceutical
industry, laundered money, the bombing of Pan Am Flight 103, nuclear power plant safety, the
massacre at Columbine, and other topics.
This book is the most comprehensive and authoritative survey to date of world astronomy
before the invention of the telescope in AD 1609. International experts in every field have
contributed chapters examining what observations were made, what instruments were used,
the effect of developments in mathematics and measurement, and the diversity of early views
of cosmology and astrology. A final chapter shows the importance to modern astronomers of
the celestial observations recorded by their ancient predecessors, and especially their
relevance to astrophysics, solar system studies and geophysics.
First published in 1993. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
"[A] tart, funny, lurid little bomb of a book. It's all p.c., of course, but not at all predictable, and a
lot of righteous information gets dispersed in record time." -- BUST Magazine We were
Guerillas before we were Gorillas. From the beginning, the press wanted publicity photos. We
needed a disguise. No one remembers, for sure, how we got our fur, but one story is that at an
early meeting, an original Girl, a bad speller, wrote 'Gorilla' instead of 'Guerilla.' It was an
enlightening mistake. It gave us our mask-ulinity. Ever wonder about the abundance of naked
male statues in the Classical section of your favorite museum? Did you know medieval
convents were hotbeds of female artistic expression? And how did those "bad boy" artists of
the twentieth century make it even harder for a girl to get a break? Thanks to the Guerrilla
Girls, those masked feminists whose mission it is to break the white male stronghold over the
art world, art history--as we know it--is history. Taking you back through the ages, the Guerrilla
Girls demonstrate how males (particularly white males) have dominated the art scene, and
discouraged, belittled, or obscured women's involvement. Their skeptical and hilarious
interpretations of "popular" theory are augmented by the newest research and the expertise of
prominent feminist art historians. "Believe-it-or-not" quotations from some of the "experts" are
sprinkled throughout, as are the Guerrilla Girls' signature masterpieces: reproductions of
famous art works, slightly "altered" for historic accuracy and vindication. This colorful
reinterpretation of classic and modern art, as outrageous as it is visually arresting, is a muchneeded corrective to traditional art history, and an unabashed celebration of female artists.
When The Body as Language ("Body-art" and Performance) appeared in 1974, it was
immediately a huge publishing hit, reviewed by some of the most influential art historians and
writers (Giulio C. Argan, Edoardo Sanguineti, Max Kozloff, Lucy Lippard, François Pluchart,
Peter Gorsen, Evelyn Weiss and many others). A direct testimony of the birth and development
of one of the most controversial art trends, Lea Vergine's book avails of a series of texts by the
artists themselves, whom the author had asked to contribute with a statement about the
illustrations of their work. Featuring a thorough documentation of original photographs and film
photograms, videotapes, happenings, actions and performances, the book analyses the
evolution of this phenomenon through the works of sixty artists, including Gina Pane, Gilbert &
George, Urs Lüthi and Katharina Sieverding, Rebecca Horn, Trisha Brown, Günter Brus and
many others who have worked with and on the body. In an absolutely unusual publishing
event, nearly thirty years after the first edition, the text--by now a classic--is republished with all
the original photographic material. The volume is enhanced and brought up-to-date by an
afterword by Lea Vergine, who observes the changes of Body Art throughout the nineties:
Orlan, Stelarc, Ron Athey, Franko B., Yasumasa Morimura, Jana Sterbak, Matthew Barney are
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"virtuosos of disorder and hungry for afflictions of any and every kind, mystics--like persons
who display the subjection of their bodies to cruel and invasive devices, or who revel in virtual
fantasies of such self-inflicted pains--destroy themselves in order newly to find themselves. . . .
They finally pay a visit to the world of the saints and victims, exploring and prolonging its
seductions." When The Body as Language ("Body-art" and Performance) appeared in 1974, it
was immediately a huge publishing hit, reviewed by some of the most influential art historians
and writers (Giulio C. Argan, Edoardo Sanguineti, Max Kozloff, Lucy Lippard, François
Pluchart, Peter Gorsen, Evelyn Weiss and many others). A direct testimony of the birth and
development of one of the most controversial art trends, Lea Vergine's book avails of a series
of texts by the artists themselves, whom the author had asked to contribute with a statement
about the illustrations of their work. Featuring a thorough documentation of original
photographs and film photograms, videotapes, happenings, actions and performances, the
book analyses the evolution of this phenomenon through the works of sixty artists, including
Gina Pane, Gilbert & George, Urs Lüthi and Katharina Sieverding, Rebecca Horn, Trisha
Brown, Günter Brus and many others who have worked with and on the body. In an absolutely
unusual publishing event, nearly thirty years after the first edition, the text--by now a classic--is
republished with all the original photographic material. The volume is enhanced and brought upto-date by an afterword by Lea Vergine, who observes the changes of Body Art throughout the
nineties: Orlan, Stelarc, Ron Athey, Franko B., Yasumasa Morimura, Jana Sterbak, Matthew
Barney are "virtuosos of disorder and hungry for afflictions of any and every kind, mystics--like
persons who display the subjection of their bodies to cruel and invasive devices, or who revel
in virtual fantasies of such self-inflicted pains--destroy themselves in order newly to find
themselves. . . . They finally pay a visit to the world of the saints and victims, exploring and
prolonging its seductions."
Explores the role of synchronicity in all aspects of life and shows how to analyze synchronistic
experiences to help gain self-understanding
Ecocritical Approaches to Italian Culture and LiteratureThe Denatured WildRowman &
Littlefield
A new volume in the acclaimed World of Art series: featuring work across a range of media
that represents the human body.
"I want to make art about the commonplace, art that illumines social life. I want to enlist art to
question the mythical explanations of everyday life that take shape as an optimistic rationalism
and to explore the relationships between individual consciousness, family life, and the culture
of monopoly capitalism." Since the late 1960s, American artist Martha Rosler has produced
seminal works in the fields of photography, performance, video, installation, critical writing, and
theory. Committed to an art that engages a public beyond the confines of the art world, Rosler
investigates how socioeconomic realities and political ideologies dominate ordinary life. Her
astute critical analyses are often cloaked in deadpan wit. This book, which accompanies the
first retrospective exhibition of Rosler's work, contains seven color photo essays by Rosler; an
excerpt from the curatorial project "If You Lived Here"; essays by Alexander Alberro, Catherine
de Zegher, Sylvia Eiblmayr, Jodi Hauptman, and Annette Michelson; a conversation between
Rosler and Benjamin Buchloh; and a biography/bibliography along with a complete list of art
works. EXHIBITION SCHEDULE: Ikon Gallery Birmingham, UK December 1998 - January
1999 Nouveau Musee Villeurbanne, France January 1999 - February 1999 Generali
Foundation Vienna, Austria May 1999 - August 1999 MACBA Barcelona, Spain Fall 1999 The
New Museum New York City Spring 2000
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